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ABSTRACT
Current power plant technology needs to be simplified in order to be useful for small-scale systems. The small-scale turbine which represents an
integrated small power plant originally invented at the Hochschule Darmstadt addresses this demand. Essentially, it is a very special application of a
rotating heat pipe. It consists of rotating parts, thus reversing the traditional arrangement in a turbine. The device is divided by a plate into an
evaporation and condensation chamber. This construction allows higher pressure differences so that a RHP can operate as a central part of a small
power plant.
Keywords: Rotating Heat Pipe, Small-Scale Turbine, Micro CHP, solar thermal power.

1.

INTRODUCTION

2.

It was pointed out that small-scale CHP systems need to be simplified
in order to be competitive with medium or large-scale systems (Dong et
al., 2009). A novel approach is the Kompakte Dampf Turbine (KDT,
meaning compact steam turbine), originally invented at the Hochschule
Darmstadt, which addresses this demand (Heddrich et al., 2004). In this
article, the compact steam turbine is examined in relation to a rotating
heat pipe (RHP). The KDT can serve in a cogeneration plant (microCHP) to convert thermal energy into electricity, the remaining energy
being used for heating. The KDT is about 30 cm in diameter and about
30 cm in height. With an additional external power generator it
represents a complete power plant, not only a turbine. One big
advantage of the KDT is its simplicity. For its construction only very
few parts are necessary (Fig.1), namely an evaporator, a turbine which
consists of a rotating cylinder with a rotating dividing plate and nozzles
on it plus an optional blade wheel system. Through the rotational force
the turbine also acts as a pump.

THE NEWTONIAN BUCKET AS THE UNDERLYING
MECHANICAL PRINCIPLE

One of the crucial principles of the KDT is the “Newtonian Bucket”.
This term describes a cylinder partially filled with a liquid and set in
rotation. Depending on the speed of rotation ω, the free surface of the
liquid is at first parabolic rapidly assuming the shape of an annular tube.
The pressure on the inner wall is the sum of atmospheric pressure and
the pressure due to the centrifugal force of the rotating liquid (Fig. 2).
The shape of the surface (eqs. (1) and (2)) is derived in many
textbooks, for example Sigloch (2004).

(1)
(2)

Fig. 1 Sketch of the KDT.
Fig. 2 The principle of "Newtonian bucket".
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The total pressure on the inner cylinder wall is the sum of the gas
pressure and the centrifugal pressure from the rotating liquid. If the gas
pressure in the lower chamber is increased then there will be a new
equilibrium. Part of the liquid is pushed through the gap in the upper
chamber. The total pressure on the cylinder wall must be equal: In the
lower chamber the gas pressure (p*) is increased and the centrifugal
pressure lowered. In the upper chamber the gas pressure (p) remains the
same and the centrifugal pressure increases (since there is more liquid
there), as shown in Fig. 5.
The rotating dividing plate has an important function: It effectively
seals the chambers in collaboration with the liquid and therefore
different gas pressures can be maintained in the chambers.

ROTATING HEAT PIPE

As far as the heat transfer properties of the KDT are concerned the
KDT is a variation of the rotating heat pipe (RHP). One attribute of the
RHP are the large heat transfer coefficients. The RHP is a variation of
the heat pipe: a heat transfer device that has been developed since the
1960s which is shown in Fig. 3. Gray (1969) formulated the initial
proposal of a RHP and an overview is given by Reay and Kew (2006).
On the evaporator side the heat evaporates the liquid. The pressure
on the high temperature side is higher than on the low temperature side
resulting in a flow of the vapor to the condenser. The condensed liquid
is returned to the evaporator side either by gravity (thermosyphon) or
by the capillary (heat pipe) forces.
Since the vapor and liquid fluid reside in the same space, there are
no large temperature and pressure differences in this RHP. Therefore
the rotating heat pipe is not designed as thermal engine, where large
pressure differences are necessary, despite some earlier considerations
by Nguyen (T. Nguyen et al., 1999).

Fig. 3 Processes in the rotating heat pipe. Description is from Song
(Song et al., 2003).

Fig. 5 Same as Fig.4 with different pressure in evaporator and
condenser.

In a RHP the condensed fluid is returned as a result of the
centrifugal forces. Sometimes the condenser end of an RHP has an
inclination (taper angle). This form increases the centrifugal forces, i.e.
improves the flow back to the evaporator.

4.

FROM RHP TO KDT

The step from RHP to KDT is the introduction of a dividing plate. One
can view the KDT as a rotating cylinder partially filled with liquid,
divided by a plate. Between the edge of the plate and the inner wall of
the cylinder there is a small gap. The “Newtonian Bucket” effect pushes
the liquid up the cylinder wall, covering the gap. The liquid then seals
the gap which has a width s, effectively insulating the upper and the
lower chamber from each other (Fig. 4).

Fig. 6 Comparison between KDT and Rotating Heat Pipe.
In Fig. 6 a comparison between KDT and RHP is given. Here p1 is
the gas pressure in the upper chamber, p2 in the lower chamber. The
radius r1 is the distance of the fluid surface from the center in the upper
chamber, r3 in the lower chamber. r2 and r4 are the radii of the upper
chamber and lower chamber. T1 is temperature of the condensate, T2
temperature of the vapor. The right side of Fig. 6 is from Song et al
(2003).
If one now introduces holes in the partitioning plate allowing for
vapor transfer from one chamber to another, one can see the similarity
between the RHP and the KDT. The lower chamber serves as
evaporator and the upper chamber as condenser.
In a traditional RHP as shown in Fig. 3 only relatively small
pressure gradients between evaporator and condenser are possible.

Fig. 4 Sketch of a fast rotating cylinder partially filled with liquid.
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These are typically a few Kelvin and a few hundred Pascal (Song et. al.,
2003). In contrast, the KDT can support temperature differences of
several hundred Kelvin and pressure gradients of several MPa. The
reason for this difference is that the dividing plate together with the
rotating fluid effectively seals the two chambers from each other.
In the KDT the nozzles serve as the first stage of a propulsion
system which can be enhanced by suitable turbine blades. There is of
cause a crucial difference between the KDT and an RHP: The KDT will
generate power not merely transport heat.

5.

In Fig. 8 the complete KDT is shown. Heating, evaporation,
expansion, condensation and pumping is embedded in a rotating,
cylindrical device. Energy for heating the working fluid can be
provided via conventional fuel like gas or via regenerative energy like
solar heating.
A calculation has been carried out for p-xylene and is shown in
Table 1 and plotted in Fig 7. The calculation is based on Fluidprop (P.
Colonna and T.P. van der Stelt, 2004). More accurate results are from
Lai et al., (2011) which result in a thermal efficiency of 20.4%. For this
rough estimation and discussion of the KDT principle a high accuracy
is not needed.
In Table 1 the calculations for Fig. 7 are presented. The calculations
are normalized to 20kW. The mass flows of the ORC fluids under
consideration are in the neighborhood of 30-50 g/s whereas water
would only yield < 10g/s due to its large latent heat.

CLAUSIUS RANKINE CYCLE FOR THE KDT

In principle the KDT can use any working fluid. However, for
developing the first prototypes we concentrate on dry Organic Rankine
Cycle fluids (ORC), like pentane, toluene or butylbenzene which have a
number of thermodynamic advantages at low temperatures. The
visualization of the Organic Rankine Cycle is given in Fig. 7.

Table 1: Calculations for Fig. 7
State
1
2s’
2
3
4
5

6.

Spec. Enthalpy
[kJ/kg]
406.1
260.7
77.9
-290.7
-289.0
224.3

Spec. Entropy
[kJ/(kgK)]
0.7554
0.8107
0.3694
-0.6598
-0.6623
0.4382

T[K]
573.15
470.83
358.15
358.15
358.15
573.15

Pressure
[MPa]
2.06
0.019
0.019
0.019
2.06
2.06

EQUILIBRIUM AND PUMPING OF THE KDT

As described earlier the radii of the fluid surfaces in the condenser and
evaporator are a result of the balancing from gas and centrifugal
pressures. The details are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 T-S diagram for Organic Rankine Cycle (p-xylene) for typical
temperatures of a CHP.

For a steady state in this special RHP we write down a simple
equation for the total pressures in the condenser and the evaporator.

The Calculation is based on Fluidprop (Colonna et al., 2004). To
simplify the description reference is given to the study by Liu where a
simple ideal ORC is evaluated (Liu et al., 2004). The main five
processes include the increase of pressure by pumping (3→4 rotating
KDT with angular velocity ω), heating by evaporator (4→5, e.g. light
input in Fig. 8), evaporating (5→1), providing work output via
expander (1→2s', nozzles in Fig. 8) , and cooling by condenser (2s'→2,
cooler in Fig 8) and condensing (2→3, cooler in Fig 8).
The new aspect is that this cycle takes place in a modified RHP
with high pressure difference, so that the weak performance described
by Nguyen et al., (1999) should be overcome.

(3)
Using dp = ρω2rdr results in:
(4)
Integrating and rearranging
(5)
Normalizing to ρ1 describes a specific enthalpy difference.

(

)

(6)

Alternatively the equations can be derived from Gerber (1975).
In a power plant the Clausius Rankine Cycle has a state change
which is correlated to some relatively small pumping power. The state
change from 3→4 must be regarded (see Table 1). The increase in
enthalpy results in needed pumping energy. The specific enthalpy
increase ∆h for p-xylene is about 1700 J/kg. This enthalpy increase is
relatively small and therefore not visible in a typical T-S diagram like
Fig. 7. Introducing ∆h into 6 results in:

∆
Fig. 8 The Organic Rankine Cycle in the KDT.
3

(

)

(7)
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low maintenance costs. The final goal is to develop a small scale robust
integrated power plant which could be produced in a serial production
for a small amount of money.

At a calculated mass flow of 0.027 kg/s for p-xylene at Qin of 20
kW delivers a pumping power of 46 W (see Table 2). The rotating
system provides this small amount of power because a typical
efficiency for small ORC turbines is about 10% (Mikielewicz et al.,
2009; Belozerov et al., 2012). This corresponds to about 2.5% of the
desired shaft power of about 2 kW. Solving equation (7) for r3 results
in:

∆

NOMENCLATURE
cp
h
k
p
t
T
m
r
x
y

(8)

Equation (8) shows that the vapor pressures (pa1, pa2) lead to
different radii r3 (and similarly r1) of the liquid ring tubes in the
evaporator and the condenser. Differences in the vapor pressure are
compensated by corresponding geodesic pressures so that overall there
is a pressure balance.
Table 2: Calculated fluid properties according to equation (8).

in
out

Fluid
p-xylene
water
Fluid

p-xylene
water

Angular
velocity
ω[rad/s]
1000
1000
r3 [m]

∆p
=p2-p1
[MPa]
2.04
0.74
Pumping
power
[Watt]

0.1432
0.1500

46
2

ρ
[kg/m3]
state 3
786.79
968.69
Power
for
acceleration
[Watt]
277
71

ρ
[kg/m3]
state 4
475.25
969.02

Enthalpy
difference
Δh3-4 [J/kg]
1700
330

Massflow
[kg/s]

Thermal
efficiency
[%]

Greek Symbols
ρ
density (kg/m3)
ω
angular velocity (rad/s)
Subscripts
g
gravitational component
c
centrifugal component
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